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Abstract
Quantity of music metadata on the Web is raising with
high speed. It became a real challenge to keep quality of
metadata at reasonable level. In this paper we present a
game with a purpose called City Lights for music meta-
data validation, discuss possibilities to achieve more accu-
rate results by using expert recognition and reevaluation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; K.8 [Personal Computing]:
Games
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1. Introduction
The need for multimedia metadata used in categorization
and search is today’s actual issue. The general groups of
approaches to acquire metadata are: (1) automatic ac-
quisition, (2) crowdsourcing or (3) experts involvement.
However, even after their combination, the results are not
always correct and we need to validate acquired metadata.
Our work focus on music and music metadata validation.

The only way to do the validation of gained metadata
is to use human labor, which people are not willing to
do for free. To motivate people, we propose Game with a
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purpose (GWAP) called City Lights 1. The game provides
fun as a sufficient motivation for crowds to spend time by
validating annotations. GWAPs are games being used
to solve problems that machines cannot solve accurately
enough, but humans can solve them without a hard effort.

The first games with a purpose were created by Luis von
Ahn. ESP Game was a multi-player labeling game for
acquiring image annotations [3], Tagatune was a game
which obtained music metadata by player’s input agree-
ment [1]. Morton et. al. presented Moodswings, which
obtained mood of songs [2] by mapping mood into 2D
graph. Besides multiplayer games, there have been dif-
ferent approaches too - Šimko et. al. presented a single-
player game for creating folksonomy-like network relation-
ships [4]. By analyzing the existing solutions we decided
to focus on following aspects of our GWAP: (1) attractive
level design and simple gameplay, (2) proper and moti-
vating scoring and (3) building up a player base.

2. Music metadata validation
Our game focuses on validation of existing music tags.
Player is given several sets of fetched tags; each set re-
lates to different song. She then hears a part of a song
and has to decide, which of the given sets relates to song
she is listening to (and gains or looses points respectively).
Using her decision, the game is able to determine correct-
ness (support) of the presented song-tag relations. Design
of the game interface is shown at Figure 1. Unlike other
GWAPs, the game does not suffer from cold-start prob-
lem [4], because of its single-player design and no need for
initial player base.

Each tag starts with initial value of 0 (support) and every
player action moves it up or down. Tag is validated/re-
moved when it reaches preset support limit. After a
player’s attempt, there are two possible scenarios. In-
correct attempt, when (1) provided tags for the song be-
ing played may not be accurate enough or/and (2) tags
for different song are accidentally better describing, than
provided ones. Player has option to mark tags which per-
suaded her to select wrong set - they become possible tags
for song being played. After an correct attempt, player
has possibility to mark tags that misled him. Consider-
ing bonus as a motivation, we assume that player marked
most of misleading tags and tags not marked are correct -
we alter support of every tag according to its status. Even
when the game works with tag sets, it is able to evaluate
tags separately (possible by random tag selection in every
game).

1accessible at http://bit.ly/city-lights
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Figure 1: Game interface: music player (left),
game board (centre), tags container (right), game
log (bottom), window for tag marking (on top)

The power of our game lies in possibility to validate tags
without mentioned optional steps, just by considering level
of certainty stated by player in attempt and its correct-
ness. However we encourage players not to ignore optional
actions by giving them score rewards for completing them.

3. Evaluation
We evaluated our method over 150 songs and 100 an-
notations for each song. Annotations were fetched from
public LastFM database and song previews were played
from 7Digital library. We generated five different rounds
and introduced game to five test subjects (both male and
female in age of 18-30). The experiment contained 20
counted rounds in total. Every set of tags contained four
random tags.

We were able to distinguish annotations according to their
quality even with scoring rules to be set very strictly. By
only 20 player rounds we got rid of annotations such as:
elotmbgmegamixx, test, nice, favorite, good lyrics, fab, etc.
These are either very subjective tags or complete non-
sense. On the other hand we validated tags as: female
vocalists, love, british, singer - songwriter, pop rock, etc.
Some are subjective, but usable at global scale and some
are objective and should be validated.

4. Discussion and future work
Our game is able to validate the tags even after couple of
rounds, which makes our approach really effective. How-
ever, we consider several future work issues to achieve
more accurate results.

As first, player expertise should be considered. If we con-
sider genre as an attribute of player, we could prevent a
situation where the player does not understand the mean-
ing of genre-specific tag and can therefore hinder the tag
validation process. There are two scenarios to achieve
this: (1) let the player choose her favourite genre and
provide generic genre songs or (2) use data gathered by
music social networks and provide songs of player’s taste,
which could increase her enjoyment and raise quality of
obtained results because of familiar tag domain.

Knowing that a player is familiar with certain music do-
main, we can further measure his level of expertise. The
following features could be considered:

• Time needed to make a correct decision. Value can
vary because of different quality of tags and should
to be decided by comparison other players times.

• Number of tags needed for a correct attempt. An
expert should be able to make a correct decision
even with the low number of given tags.

• Success rate in choosing correct annotation sets.

• Number of higher (and successful) bets. By placing
bets player states confidence about the attempt.

After the separation of expert players from common ones,
we can improve our results by retrospective reevaluation
of finished games by simulating recorded games with dif-
ferent parameters (prefer recognized experts). With the
knowledge of expert actions we can differentiate tags sup-
port changes and let actions of expert players have bigger
impact on these changes over generic actions. If some
players try to manipulate game outputs, we can ignore
them (and their actions) completely.

As mentioned, special features have to be presented to
motivate players to play the game and to return in the
future (some are used in most of GWAPs, some are game-
specific and were proposed by players themselves). In our
future work, we aim to focus specifically on:

• Separate per-genre scoring. By separating genres
and high-scores charts, players are motivated to ex-
plore unknown songs, which increases their excite-
ment and makes the game usable in multiple genres.

• Different game modes. Variety of game possibilities
is neccessary in order to maintain the fun effect. Be-
sides classic mode we propose“Endless game” (game
path length is not predefined constant) and “Fast
game” (usage of one tag only instead of whole set).

• Tokens for one-time access to special features. Di-
versity and usage of bonus items helps the game
in achieving its goals - game encourages players to
fullfil its goals and rewards them for that with to-
kens. They can be used for in-game song skipping,
importing of own songs, nickname change etc.

• Multiplayer mode. Even when high-scores charts
are present, players demand direct comparison with
others.
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